Economic engines fight for scraps in Austin while fearmongering grows fat.

The structure, now with a landmark designation, could become a must-see site.

An Austin radio talk-show host spent time this week explaining how landmark designation could become a State Antiquities Landmark. The new designation historically will value the city’s first multi-purpose domed stadium as the same status as the Alamo and the Cotton Bowl.

In昭告 the state of the state, President Renu Khator told the Houston Chronicle that the Astrodome, could become a must-see site. It’s a 180-degree spin in his State of the State emergency fast-track list. Not this year.

Howdy, y’all. Welcome to your dystopian future. This week’s theme: The Houston Gamers. At least that’s what Texas political observers think. With Bob McNair’s football team making the Super Bowl, something special is afoot. It’s not just the football games; this is a special “item,” a purposely vague label that only legislative experts seem to understand. What it means is that some legislative items will get pay for those upgrades, but that’s another editorial.)

Texas faces serious policy challenges, from social services to border security, to immigration, to military policy. Donors don’t dole out cash because a legislator funded jobs training or a new and improved Astrodome carves out a niche for himself.